**Complete peace of mind that you’re maximizing your cybersecurity**

To extract maximum benefit from your Kaspersky cybersecurity investments, let our experts deploy an optimum architecture of protection in your environment for you. We’ll optimize the entire deployment procedure from A-Z, with minimal disruption to your business.

Our Deployment Service Package can cover:
- Kaspersky Security Center (including limited endpoint protection deployment)
- Kaspersky Endpoint Protection and Response Optimum (including limited endpoint protection deployment)
- Kaspersky Security for Virtualization Light Agent (including limited virtual machine protection deployment)
- Kaspersky Security Center cloud console kickstarting (including limited endpoint protection deployment)

**Put misconfigurations and wasting resources in the recycle bin**

- Hit the ground running – be up and running quickly and effectively
- Your IT admin resources may not stretch to spending a lot of time on deployments – let our professionals deploy the protective measures expertly
- Minimize the strain on your system resources
- Avoid productivity slumps and interruptions as a result of misconfigured or bad installations
- Ensure that best practices are applied
- Maximize your ROI by ensuring optimum use of your solution’s capabilities thanks to streamlined, expert deployment.

**Let our experts be your experts**

It’s a cliché because it’s true: the threat landscape is constantly evolving. Our experts are on this every day, all day – make use of them! Depending on the specific product, our experts will explain the architecture, run all the prerequisite checks on your environment, download, install, activate, configure and enable whatever’s necessary, carry out essential scans, create groups and policies, review your backup procedure… everything necessary to ensure your deployment is absolutely optimized. And they’ll do it all remotely within just 8 hours...

To find out more about Professional Services Deployment Services Packages – why they’re a smart choice, the full scope of work, and to ask any questions, contact us now.